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ABSTRACT 

In this paper accurate modelling of heat transfer 

from power transformer winding conductors to 

cooling oil is envisaged. To this end the network 

model of Radakovic & Sorgic [1] is validated against 

more detailed CFD simulation results.  

Based on this comparison, three model 

improvements to the network model are proposed.  

They concern the governing heat transfer correlation, 

the introduction of thermal boundary layer tracking 

and an improved description for the thermal resistance 

in the solid. The improved network model results in 

more accurate results.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

The thermal design of oil-cooled power 

transformer windings can be assessed by either CFD 

simulations or thermo-hydraulic network models. On 

the one hand, CFD simulations with commercial 

packages as performed by [2] are accurate, but time-

consuming. On the other hand, thermo-hydraulic 

network models (THNM) have the advantage of low 

computational cost due to their use of essentially one-

dimensional models. They describe the average oil 

velocity as well as oil and coil temperatures 

throughout the transformer windings, based on 

conservation laws and additional correlations for 

pressure drop and heat transfer. However, they 

crucially depend on the accuracy of the correlations in 

use. 

There are several network models known in 

literature, e.g. [1], [3]–[5]. They are based on 

correlations described in literature [6], from 

experiments [7] or CFD simulations [8]. Our research 

concentrates on the specific situation in power 

transformers the correlations have to be valid for: 

laminar oil flow through channels a few millimetres 

wide. 

This work aims at assessing and improving the 

thermal aspect of the network model of Radakovic & 

Sorgic [1]. The accuracy of the network model is 

assessed for a typical transformer winding 

configuration. It is validated against a CFD simulation. 

Next, several modelling improvements are introduced. 

Finally, the case study is executed again with these 

improvements. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

A [m²] Area, width (L) times depth 

Dh [m] Hydraulic diameter 

d [m] Thickness 

k [W/mK] Thermal conductivity 

L [m] Width 

l [-] Index running over all conductors 

Nu [-] Nusselt number 

Pr [-] Prandtl number of oil 

q [W/m2] Heat flux 

Q [W] Heat 

R [K/W] Thermal resistance 

R1D [K/W] 1-dimensional thermal resistance 

RS [K/W] Spreading resistance 

Re [-] Reynolds number 

T [K] Temperature 

x [m] Heated length 

x* [-] Dimensionless distance, defined in Eq. (5) 

 

Special characters 
∆q [W/m2] Heat flux step 
∆T [K] Temperature difference 
ε [-] Relative contact width 
ξ [-] Dimensionless coordinate 

θ [-] Dimensionless temperature 

 

Subscripts 

b  Bottom wall surface (temperature) 

c  Copper 

conv  Convective 

cond  Conductive 

e  Entry or inlet (temperature) 

m  mean (temperature) 

p  Paper 

t  Top wall surface (temperature) 
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Fig. 1 Geometry under consideration: one disk, immersed in a net oil flow directed from left to right (left)(dark 

area is paper, lighter area is copper); detail of conductor (right). The mesh size for the CFD simulation is indicated 

by the number of elements (shortened el). 

 

NETWORK MODEL ASSESSMENT 

This section assesses the current accuracy of the 

network model for a typical transformer winding 

configuration.  

 

Case study description 
The case study comprises one disk of a larger disk 

winding, as depicted in Fig. 1. The disk is cooled by a 

net oil flow from left to right. Although the winding is 

rotationally periodic in reality, the geometry is 

assumed planar. 

The disk is composed of 32 conductors. The 

conductors consist of copper surrounded by paper 

insulation. In this case, the insulation between 

conductors is thicker than the insulation between 

copper and oil, because the conductors are twin 

conductors. The copper has a thermal conductivity of 

387.6 W/mK, whereas its value for the paper amounts 

to 0.16 W/mK. The loss density of the copper is 

397.741 W/m³. 

Hydrodynamically fully developed flow is 

imposed at both inlets with mass flows of 1.458 kg/s 

and 1.238 kg/s for the left and the right inlet 

respectively. The temperature at both sides is 310 K. 

The mass flow rates through the outlets are fixed at 

1.005 kg/s and 1.691 kg/s, respectively for the left and 

the right outlet. The oil has a density of 868.89 kg/m³,  

a dynamic viscosity of 0.0095 kg/ms and a thermal 

conductivity of 0.1307 W/mK. The properties are 

taken temperature independent, since their variation is 

very small over the considered domain. The largest 

Reynolds number is 355.6 (at the right outlet), which 

is still in the laminar flow regime. The cooling of the 

winding is oil-directed (OD), governed by forced 

convection. 

 

CFD simulation 

The geometry is meshed with Ansys ICEM and 

consists of a multi-block mesh with 170,000 elements. 

The mesh size in each direction for individual regions 

is indicated in Fig. 1.Where relevant, a non-uniform 

mesh has been applied. For example, the height of the 

first cell in the channels is 0.02 mm. A non-conformal 

mesh interface is defined between the fluid and the 

solid. 

Ansys Fluent is used to solve the problem. A 

second order upwind scheme is applied to the 

convective terms, and a second order central scheme 

to the diffusive terms. The convergence criteria are set 

at 10-7 for the continuity equation and 10-12 for the 

energy equation. The global mass imbalance proves to 

be 4.93 10-13 kg/s. A mesh independence study with 2 

times the number of elements of the original mesh 

shows variations of maximally 0.02 K on the 

temperature per conductor. Coarsening the mesh with 

a factor 2/3 resulted in differences of one order of 

magnitude higher, with a maximum of 0.2 K. The 

resulting number of cells quantitatively agrees well 

with the mesh of [2]. 

 

Network model 

The network model of [1] is taken as a starting 

point for this study. Its use is limited to the module for 

the simulation of the winding. As the flow is imposed, 

only the thermal component of this model is relevant. 

The disk and the surrounding oil take part in a thermal 

network, of which the temperature nodes are displayed 

in Fig. 2. Between temperature nodes, there is a 

thermal resistance.  The heat transfer is governed by: 

 

� � 	 ∆�
����	
 = 

∆�
���������� (1) 
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Where q is the heat flux, ∆T the temperature 

difference and R the thermal resistance. The thermal 

resistances are shown on Fig. 2. Between the centre of 

the copper and the surface of the paper is a conductive 

resistance, which is governed by Fourier’s law. In 

Radakovic & Sorgic’ model it is determined with: 

 

����� �	 ��
��	��  (2) 

 

with A the ‘top’ area of the copper, i.e. width times 

depth. The convective resistance between paper and 

oil is determined by a convection coefficient, which is 

determined by a correlation from Hausen [9]. 

 

��� � 3.66 �	 �.�  !	� "⁄ 	�$%&'
(��.�)*� "⁄ �$%&'+,/.  (3) 

 

which is valid for laminar, thermally developing 

flow in circular tubes with constant surface 

temperature. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Nodes in the network model. The arrow 

indicates the oil flow direction (dark area is 

insulation paper, lighter area is copper) 

 

Results 

The obtained conductor temperatures with CFD 

and THNM are displayed in Fig. 3. The network model 

generally overestimates the conductor temperatures. 

Only at the right side of the disk, the temperature is 

lower than those of the CFD simulation. These 

observations are also reflected by the relevant 

characteristic quantities summarised in Table 1. The 

characteristic temperatures are the mean winding 

temperature /0� and the hot-spot temperature. 

 

Table 1: Characteristic temperatures. 

 /0� [K] max	*/�+ [K] 

CFD 319.98 322.1 

Radakovic & Sorgic 322.49 323.8 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Temperature of each conductor, numbered 

from left to right (crosses for CFD results, circles for 

THNM) 

 

MODEL IMPROVEMENTS 

This section details the changes proposed with 

respect to the original model of [1].   

 

Heat transfer correlation 
The heat transfer correlation for the Nusselt 

number is replaced by [6]: 

 

 ��4 �	 5	�6� � 7 (8()� �
										()∑ :�;�*1+exp	*? 32 3A B�CD∗+F�G( HI(  

(4) 

 

This correlation is valid for hydraulically fully 

developed flow and thermally developing flow 

between parallel plates. The thermal boundary 

conditions are two-side heated constant heat flux 

conditions. The terms :�, ;�*1+ and B� are constants, 

eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, respectively. They are 

further detailed in Shah and London [6]. The 

dependent variable is the dimensionless distance: 

 

 D∗ � 4/�6
�$&' (5) 

 

With x is the heated length, Dh the hydraulic 

diameter, Re the Reynolds number and Pr the Prandtl 

number of the oil. 

The correlation can also be used for one-side 

heated problems by filling in the appropriate values 

from [10]. This paves the way for the application of 

the superposition technique.  

The influence of both walls on the surface 

temperature is: 

 

 /J � �6
� *KJLJJ � KMLJM+ � /$ (6) 
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with Tt the top wall surface temperature, q the heat 

flux [W/m²], θ the dimensionless temperature and Te 

the inlet temperature. The subscripts b and t refer to 

the bottom and top wall, respectively. The 

dimensionless temperature of the top wall is: 

 

 LJJ � ��I�N
O�%6P

� 2D∗ � 0.185714	 �
																				∑ :�J;�*1+exp	*? 32 3A B�CD∗+F�G(  

(7) 

 LJM � ��I�N
O�	�6/� � 2D∗ ? 0.0642857 �

																			∑ :�M;�*1+exp	*? 32 3A B�CD∗+F�G(  
(8) 

 

where the values for :�;�*1+ at top and bottom 

have the same magnitude, with positive values for odd 

values of n in the bottom case, and negative values in 

all other cases. The bottom wall surface temperature 

can be obtained by interchanging the indices b and t. 

The calculation of the mean temperature Tm is 

similar to (6), but now expressed in terms of the 

dimensionless mean temperature: 

 

 LV,J � �XI�N
O�	�6/� � 2D∗ 

(9) 

LV,M � /V ? /$
KM	Y5/Z � 2D∗ 

 

Superposition is applied in the direction along the 

flow:  the wall temperature is given by: 

 

/J � /V �[\]KJ	Y5Z ^
_
`LJJ*D∗ ? a_+

_ ? LVJ*D∗ ? a_+b
�[\]KM 	Y5Z ^

_
`LJM*D∗

_? a_+ ? LVM*D∗ ? a_+b 

(10) 

 

Where ξ is the dimensionless coordinate at which 

the flux changes and ∆q the change in the flux. In the 

case of the network model, we will model the flux 

profile as a block flux, i.e. the flux is constant along 

each conductor element. 

The use of the correlation has to be adapted in the 

context of the network model. The network model 

only contains one node per conductor, as depicted in 

Fig. 2. In order to calculate a meaningful value of the 

convection coefficient, the following formula is 

applied: 

 

��_ � 1
de f ��4gD

4G_	"�

4G*_I(+"�
 (11) 

With l the index corresponding to the conductor 

number (starting from 1, as in Eq. (10)), and Lp the 

width of the paper (equal to the width of the 

conductor). 

 

Thermal boundary layer 

The thermal boundary layer developing at the most 

left conductor in the vertical channel is convected into 

the upper channel. Similarly, the thermal boundary 

layer growing along the bottom of the conductors and 

is convected into the right vertical channel. This 

continuation has to be reflected in the correlations: 

 

D���J∗ � *D � De'$h+/Y5
�i	jk  (12) 

 

Where xprev is the distance [m] over which the 

thermal boundary has already been developed. Notice 

that the hydraulic diameter and the Reynolds number 

change after the junction. 

It should be noted that it is possible a recirculation 

region develops after the corner. This affects the 

surface temperature of the underlying conductors, but 

results in a local effect only: the boundary layer 

thickness is largely unaffected. 

 

Spreading resistance 

The total resistance is the sum of conductive and 

convective resistances. The spreading resistance is 

added to the 1-dimensional resistance [11]: 

 

�J�Jl_ � �m � �(� � �m � ge
Ze	ne �

1
ℎ	ne (13) 

 

Where the copper is represented as a heat source 

with a certain flux distribution. The expression for the 

spreading resistance is [11]: 

 

Ze�m � 1
pC	q[

rst*tpq+	u�*tpq+
tC

F

�G(
 (14) 

 

with q the relative contact width, i.e. the width of 

the copper on the width of the conductor and u� the 

Bessel function of the first kind of order 0. This 

expression is valid for an equivalent isothermal flux 

distribution.  

 

RESULTS WITH IMPROVED MODELLING 

The network model is now evaluated with the 

improvements from section 3 incorporated. The 

resulting temperature distribution is presented in Fig. 

4. The predicted temperature of the copper is slightly 

lower than the temperature of the CFD simulation. 

This is reflected by the mean copper temperature and 
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the hot-spot temperature, which are respectively 319.6 

K and 321.8 K. This means that the deviation of the 

network model from the CFD simulation has lowered 

from 2.5 K to 0.4 K for the mean copper temperature 

and 1.7 K to 0.3 K for the hot-spot temperature. 

Furthermore, the temperature profile well resolved. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Temperature of each conductor, numbered 

from left to right (crosses for CFD results, circles for 

the improved THNM) 

A minor difference between the calculations still 

exists. The largest deviation is now situated at the right 

side of the disk. From comparison with the more 

accurate CFD results this difference can be attributed 

to the velocity profile in the outer axial channel, which 

is drawn in  

Fig. 5. This is induced by the flow from the lower 

horizontal channel entering the vertical channel which 

pushes the latter to the right. As a result the velocity 

gradient at the disk surface is lower than the one 

obtained from a parabolic velocity profile. This lowers 

the convection coefficient and increases disk 

temperature. This effect is not included in the network 

model. 

 

 

Fig. 5: Velocity profile in the right vertical channel at 

half-conductor height. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper the heat transfer from the conductors 

in a power transformer winding to the cooling oil is 

studied. Results of the network model by [1] is 

assessed using the results of a CFD simulation. The 

temperatures of the conductors predicted by the 

network model were generally too high. Therefore, 

three aspects of the network model were changed: the 

heat transfer correlation, the way of tracking the 

thermal boundary layer and the thermal resistance 

between copper and oil. These improvements led to 

network model results that are more accurate: 

differences of winding temperatures compared with 

the CFD reference results are on averaged lowered 

with a factor 6. The remaining discrepancy can be 

attributed to the shape of the velocity profile due to 

bending flow around the lower right corner. 
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